Pre-cancellation [§10.S] Cheat Sheet

Section 10.S

Must occur day prior (or earlier) to actual calendar day. Alternative flying on the same calendar day is handled under Reassignments [§10.R].

Options:
1. Accept
2. Decline
   a. If declined due to outside the footprint (Section 10.S.2.c), then 3rd option to call between 6pm-8pm the night prior.
   b. Waive pay
3. No alternative offered – Section 10.S.3
   a. Decline
   b. Call back day prior between 6pm-8pm
4. Cancellation of all legs between 8pm-11:59 pm: Pay protection
5. If live legs exist, then offered an alternative assignment within check-in and release times.

Failure to call – Section 10.S.8

1. Show up as scheduled
   a. May be reassigned at check-in
   b. May be sent home without pay protect
2. Fail to call and show up
   a. Receive a No Show

Calling After 8pm – Section 10.S.8.b

- Accept or Decline alternate assignment

Calling in if flying between 6pm-8pm

- See Section 10.S.7, must call before the end of debrief or immediately thereafter.